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Abstract: Electronic literature has expanded its limits, going beyond issues of definition, genre, and poetics, and developing into something more than literature. The goal of this paper is to address problems related to the discussion and meaning of electronic literature, something that elides a precise definition and clear-cut boundaries. Pawlicka’s article is based on the conviction that electronic literature has developed from a field that was institutionalized by the Electronic Literature Organization into a set of practices. The first part reflects upon changes in electronic literature, changes that compel researchers towards new considerations. This section refers to questions posed by N. Katherine Hayles and Dene Grigar and leads to a vital question, “Electronic Literature: How Is It?”. The question of “how” suggests a shift towards the idea of process; a fresh perspective is implied, one that is related to notions of action, practice, and application. This paper therefore introduces an innovative approach to researching electronic literature, namely a processual approach that is open to changes, revisions, and explorations. It in turn goes far beyond seeing electronic literature as simply a narrow field of literature within digital culture. Instead of that, it offers a new perspective on electronic literature, which is considered as a platform for digital research, textuality, art, and other forms of expression. These ideas are covered in the last part, which presents electronic literature as a platform for textual, artistic, and technological experiments, undertaken by writers, artists, designers, and programmers. This incorporates digital creative writing and creative programming, as well as trans/interdisciplinary research.
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The problem of defining electronic literature and literature in general has never been more complex than it is today. It will suffice to mention at this juncture a number of tricky examples: the curation of electronic literature within the space of the art gallery, the status of literature created by programmers, or abstract literary projects that do not contain any written words. Last but not least, we might consider the awarding of the Nobel Prize for literature to a singer-songwriter.1 Questions re-

Regarding the factors that determine and frame the category of literature have intrigued me for a long time. Every time I sit down at the computer to write an article about electronic literature, something bothers me for the next few hours: How can I describe something when its scope is not specified? How is it possible to capture new forms of electronic literature while still referring to the same old definitions and theoretical frameworks? How can we explain the inclusion of new projects into the category of electronic literature when these projects are viewed as non-literary? These things puzzle me and lead me to take up the questions again, to offer a new perspective on electronic literature seen as something more than literature.

My thoughts are a response to the latest Electronic Literature Collection anthology (volume 3, hereafter abbreviated as ELC III) which is quite different to the previous collections. This is the result of the emergence of new digital forms (e.g. Netprov and bot) and the broadening of the definition of electronic literature. My concerns, however, are related to the value of new digital genres and the fore the quality of electronic literature in general. For the future of electronic literature, ELC III is significant for many reasons: firstly, it introduces new digital forms; secondly, it offers a new definition of digital literature; and thirdly, for the first time, it divides projects according to their country of origin.

These reasons alone should be enough to prompt scholars to critically examine the anthology. Nevertheless, electronic literature suffers from a lack of literary criticism, the sort of analysis which would go beyond the merely descriptive towards a critical analysis of the value of electronic literature. Most of the works included in ELC III are worthy of attention not because of their literary quality, but because they determine the future of electronic literature. For instance, the only literary value presented by ‘bot projects’ is the fact that they present a new tool for artistic expression. Electronic literature might then have expanded its boundaries, but how can this be achieved without losing the value of literature? Do we seek to define digital literature, or resist its definition? Set boundaries of avoid them? Do we talk about the transformation of electronic literature or focus on the advent of totally new forms of expression?

I do not hide the fact that my position may seem contradictory. My theoretical background in literary studies pushes me in certain directions: towards the detection of differences between literature and other forms of expression, towards an understanding of the historical development of electronic literature, and towards the
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critical analysis of new literary forms. Because of this, I find myself in a paradoxical situation: as an advocate and opponent of electronic literature; as a researcher who would like to analyze the literariness of electronic literature, and as a researcher who would like to say aloud that electronic literature has nothing to do with literature; as a literary critic who would like to encourage the consumption of digital literature, and as a literary critic who would like to say that, unfortunately, many electronic literature projects are not high-quality. It would be easier to simply criticize electronic literature. But empty criticisms without constructive arguments lead nowhere.

Therefore, I would like to look at electronic literature not as literature but as a platform for various forms of expression. My notion of electronic literature as platform is close to Serge Bouchardon’s view of digital literature, which is captured by the term ‘tension’. In order to reveal the complexities of such a description, Bouchardon introduces a ‘tension-based definition of digital literature.’\(^4\) I also refer to the relationship between literariness and technological components; however, my goal is not to present an account of electronic literature that reconciles these tensions, but rather to go a little bit further than that. To that end, I will reflect upon the changes in electronic literature that compel us to seek new artistic visions. I will then introduce my new research approach towards electronic literature. Eventually, I will propose a new view of electronic literature that looks beyond definitions and boundaries.

**The Need for a New Research Perspective**

The conviction that the digital humanities has impacted the way in which we currently consider electronic literature is the point of departure for my research. To a certain extent, the digital humanities and electronic literature have started to overlap with each other, triggering the need for critical reflections upon their mutual relationships. Certain events have already affected this mutual relationship: for example, a workshop on electronic literature was incorporated into the program of the Digital Humanities Summer Institute and universities such as Sapienza in Rome now offer courses on “Digital Humanities and Electronic Literature”. The consequence is that the practice of electronic literature is brought into line with the making practices of the digital humanities.\(^5\) The relocation of electronic literature from departments of English or literature to centers for the Digital Humanities (or laboratories) has not


been without consequences: an emphasis on the practical aspect of electronic literature is seen in theoretical reflections, in new forms of digital literature (e.g. generative poetry), and in academic courses focused on the production of such literature (e.g. “Electronic Literature: A Critical Writing & Making Course” at the University of California, Berkeley).

Like electronic literature, the digital humanities elide a precise definition. As Scott Rettberg claims:

Both “electronic literature” and “digital humanities” are loosely defined not by their attachment to a historic period or genre but by a general exploratory engagement with the contemporary technological apparatus. Electronic literature is a field that explores the effects and affordances of computational devices and the network on literary practice, while the digital humanities is a broader area primarily focused on research derived from digital methods within established areas of study in literature, history, and other humanistic disciplines.

The juxtaposition of the relatively short histories of both electronic literature and the digital humanities is helpful for capturing the tendencies associated with the two disciplines. By observing the expansion of the digital humanities, we can say that it has developed from a “set of practices” and a “research approach” into a “discipline in its own right.” Initially, it was not so much an academic field as a set of digital methods used in humanities research. As time went on, however, the digital humanities expanded to become an independent field with its own methodology and infrastructure.

Electronic literature emerged in turn as a field that was institutionalized by the Electronic Literature Organization, an organization that gave it shape and supported its development. At the outset, electronic literature was understood to be concerned with born-digital literature, a field of literature with its own theory and methodology. The field has however shifted, and electronic literature is currently defined as “the artistic engagement of digital media and language,” something that covers various
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digital forms of expression. In the theoretical sphere too, electronic literature has started to deal with issues far-removed from literary studies: media archaeology, code studies, and preservation studies, to name just a few. Electronic literature has become more concerned with creative programming and software studies than digital poetics and literary linguistics. Hence, in terms of its theory, electronic literature has shifted from a semiotic tendency (focused on textual and structural interpretation) to an interdisciplinary approach (referring to different disciplines and methods, such as new media theory, mobile culture studies, code studies, and media art theory). Viewed in this way, in contrast to the digital humanities, electronic literature has developed from being considered as a distinct field towards being understood as a set of practices. Because of the expansion of its theoretical and artistic borders, electronic literature can now be understood as platform that offers various research perspectives, digital methods, and creative forms.

As mentioned above, to grasp the idea of electronic literature as a platform, it is beneficial to investigate shifts in the history of electronic literature. I have considered the history of electronic literature elsewhere. Therefore it will suffice in this paper to briefly point to the most significant changes that have contributed to the new research approach.

Electronic literature is fueled by new technologies that give rise to new digital forms. In short, new technologies mean new forms of electronic literature. As Rettberg rightly claims: “It has become difficult to speak of genre in electronic literature, in part because it seems as if nearly every new piece is producing its own new genre.” Consequently, the rapid development of new digital technologies means that it is almost impossible to divide works according to genre and to determine digital poetics (such an approach was characteristic of the second wave of electronic literature, known for its ‘cyberstructuralism’). It is equally difficult to draw the line between electronic literature and art. Artists and researchers have openly departed
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from such divisions; they talk “against digital poetics”\textsuperscript{15} and turn towards “dissonant genres,”\textsuperscript{16} ambiguously referring to works as an “art form”,\textsuperscript{17} “text-based art”,\textsuperscript{18} and “e-literature as a public art.”\textsuperscript{19} The list of genres of electronic literature is constantly updated and canceled at the same time. A few examples of this will suffice: old pieces of digital work have been redefined (e.g. GIFs replace the category of digital concrete poetry\textsuperscript{20}), genres like Flash poetry have become extinct, and certain new forms have not yet been included as digital genres, such as bots, Twine games and Netprov.

At the same time, post-digital writing serves to undermine the argument that electronic literature is “born-digital literature”. Following Cramer: “«digital» has become a meaningless attribute because almost all media are electronic and based on digital information processing.”\textsuperscript{21} Digital technologies are no longer the determining factor for electronic literature; this is because, in the age of the “post-digital”, the language of digital technologies and networks is taken for granted.\textsuperscript{22} This means that we will have to reconsider the real meaning of electronic literature.

A characteristic of the ‘third wave’, the weakening of theoretical discussion devoted to the semiotics and poetics of electronic literature has led to a shift in interest that points towards the production of electronic literature. Both digital works and theoretical reflections are distinguished by their interest in digital production and procedures: new ways of writing and reading, mediated by an operating system. Without a doubt, this field was promising, particularly at a time when code studies, platform studies, and media archaeology were blossoming. A focus on the operations of the work led to a growing number of conceptual electronic literature projects. Conceptual works, such as generative poetry, are attractive only if authors can present new artistic methods by exploring the possibilities of technologies. Conceptual projects may therefore contribute to the expansion of horizons.


All the same, it is hard to discuss literature without referring to text and its meaning: the concept should be the starting point for the discussion, not the end point. Unfortunately, in the case of many works, “concept leads to concept,” and electronic literature is pushed towards the realm of the avant-garde. This is not however to say that we should overlook the role of technology, the means of production; the reduction of electronic literature to simply “text” would mean removing any distinction between digital and print literature. The future development of electronic literature requires a combined focus on both textuality and the mode of production. Such an approach will need to defend the quality of electronic work and prevent “coding-for-coding’s sake”.

The shift towards a concern with the production and mechanization of electronic literature has led to a growing number of collective projects created by people involved in digital media and beyond, such as writers, artists, media scholars, designers, programmers, etc. More and more works of electronic literature are made by people for whom the electronic aspect is more significant than the literary dimension. The first generation of digital literature, and the beginning of the second generation, was characterized by simple digital forms; works were prepared by individuals with a literary background and digital technology had not yet been sufficiently developed. By contrast, the third generation (or third wave) is distinguished by a relatively high level of production, but unfortunately this has come at the expense of content. This is a result of the belief that you can create electronic literature by simply possessing sufficient programming or design skills. Nothing could be further from the truth. Electronic literature should be propelled by collective projects created by individuals from various disciplines. But these individuals should care about good quality production and content.

The extension of theoretical contexts for the study of digital literature has caused electronic literature to begin to lose its own stable place within the academy. While the first wave of electronic literature did not raise doubts about the academic field to which it belonged (e.g. comparative literature), the “post-hypertext e-literature” is subject to equivocal qualifications: philology, comparative literature, media studies, cultural studies, or art. The problem therefore concerns the position of electronic literature inside of the university. The problem might seem trivial, since being an interdisciplinary (or even transdisciplinary) field sounds attractive; however, the boundaries between different subject areas do impact the theoretical and practical development of electronic literature. Electronic literature seems to fit into the broad area of the digital humanities, which emphasizes practice or ‘making things’. Digital creative writing is the basis for the development of valuable electronic literature in which text, operation, and production are taken together. Merging these two aspects (theory and practice) should be the principle of electronic literature. In this light, it

seems clear that electronic literature cannot develop without collaboration between programmers (in the realm of the electronic) and theorists and writers (in the realm of literature).

How we position electronic literature inside and outside the academy is more than a choice about the language that we use to discuss it, be this the language of the new media, the new phenomenology, or programming language. Rather, it is an attempt to reflect on how we want to talk about electronic literature and how we want it to develop. At this point, we can see how electronic literature avoids clear-cut boundaries in several respects: definition, genre, theoretical framework, place within the academy, and much more. The expansion of the limits of electronic literature—theoretical, technological, and artistic—means that questions of “what” and “where” are no longer possible.

Electronic Literature: How Is It?

In her highly significant 2007 work Electronic Literature: New Horizons for the Literary,24 N. Katherine Hayles included her article “Electronic Literature: What Is It?”. Therein, she summarized the most important previous theories about and inquiries into the question. At the same time, in 2008, Andrew Gallix released his pungent Guardian article “Is e-literature just one big anti-climax?”, which initiated a fervent discussion about the future of electronic literature and the fact that it might be gradually absorbed by digital art. In response to the Guardian article, Dene Grigar’s “Electronic Literature: Where Is It?”25 was carried by the Electronic Book Review. The piece’s meaningful title deliberately gestured towards Hayles’s above-mentioned essay, directing attention towards issues that had not been previously undertaken—issues that triggered a critical discussion in the style of Gallix. In his article, Grigar demonstratively asked questions that were less about the content of electronic literature and more about its place in the academic community and, more broadly speaking, its place within contemporary literary culture and the humanities.

In 2014 I participated in a seminar about electronic literature at the Digital Humanities Summer Institute at the University of Victoria, Canada. During the course of the seminar, I realized that maybe only a quarter of people knew exactly what the term electronic literature meant. In 2014, starting a discussion with the question “What is electronic literature?” triggered an odd feeling. However, it turned out that the goal of the seminar was not to define electronic literature at all; instead, the aim was to provide methodological tools for the discussion of such literature. While the questions posed by Hayles and Grigar still seemed relevant, getting clear answers to
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them was no longer possible. The third wave of electronic literature is characterized by a lack of one language or perspective. This is the time for the question of “how”.

While the pronoun “what” is related to theory, textuality, and product, the pronoun “how” implies practice, experience, and process. Following the ideas of Burdick et al.:

[the pronoun] “how” requires attention to design, format, medium, materiality, platform, dissemination, authorship, and audience, things that are all taken for granted or assumed to be implicit, value-neutral, secondary, or even irrelevant when scholars turn over their manuscripts to a university press.26

Such questions might focus on the operation of the work in the spirit of Aarseth’s theory. However, they also address the action of electronic literature within the humanities and culture at large. Therefore, the question of “how” is also a challenge that, via a developmental strategy, seeks answers to the following questions: How can we expand the borders of electronic literature without the loss of its literariness? How can we strengthen cooperation between different fields in order to develop high-quality electronic literature? How can we show that electronic literature is/can be specific research material for examining changes in literature and the humanities? How can electronic literature work within an academy without specifying its own definition? How can we develop electronic literature when grants are allocated for the development of mainstream fields?

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the future of electronic literature. It is, therefore, not hard to grasp the fact that my question “How is electronic literature?” denotes a broad issue. It refers to both the condition of contemporary literature and the humanities in general.

Towards a Processual Approach

The underlying assumption of the question of “how” is a shift towards process: action, practice, and application. As Hayles notes: “Electronic text is more processual than print; it is performative by its very nature.”27 This means that any effort to capture the whole may be doomed to fail. The departure point for any article devoted to electronic literature is therefore a recognition of its instability, dynamism, and unpredictability. What is today a feature of electronic literature will tomorrow become part of its history. A question then arises: How can we grasp this variable object as a process, rather than attempting to describe it as a solid thing? In answer, I propose a new research approach: a processual approach.

26 A. Burdick (et al.) (ed.), Digital Humanities, op. cit., p. 76.
Based on the *Thinkmap: Visual Thesaurus* tool, let’s look at the meanings and associations of the word “process”. The term “process” is represented by the following categories: “action”, “work”, “procedure”, “operation”, “manage”, and so on. Hence, the processual approach towards electronic literature means accepting its instability. Electronic literature needs to be described in the context of ongoing action and production, as something that is unfinished and non-permanent.

The processual approach is characterized by the following features. Firstly, the researcher becomes a ‘mover’ or ‘shifter’, focused on changes and turns; he or she will flag both change and continuity. Secondly, there is an openness to revision—the uncovering of new facts, of projects created in the past, will compel researchers to rewrite the history of electronic literature and to usher in the development of an alternative history. Previous theoretical models are not, however, considered to be false, but rather it is acknowledged that these works were carried out at a particular moment of technological development. Thirdly, certain case studies might be considered as transdisciplinary objects, allowing for an open exploration of various research contexts, rather than limiting the analysis to the framework of a single discipline. Fourthly and finally, there is a focus on action, practice and agency. Researchers will investigate data (prefabricated elements, such as text, image, sound, etc.) and the processes that determine how that data is manipulated. Viewed from a processual perspective, agency is in turn associated with both the human and non-human actors who take part in the production of electronic literature. Knowledge is curated by collective groups of humanists, designers, programmers, etc., who model knowledge rather than structuring it.

The processual approach towards electronic literature is open to factors like change, revision, exploration, and collaboration. It goes far beyond seeing electronic literature as a field of literature within digital culture, instead offering a new perspective. Electronic literature becomes a platform for digital research, textuality, art and other forms of expression.

**Electronic Literature as a Platform**

Before turning to my main point, let’s think for a moment about the word “platform”. The term calls to mind platform studies, as introduced by Ian Bogost and Nick Montfort in 2009 and defined as follows: “Platform Studies investigates the relationships between the hardware and software design of computing systems and the creative works produced on those systems.” Viewed in this way, the word “platform” refers to devices, programs, tools, and computing systems (etc.); briefly, it covers anything that is “the foundation of computational expression”. This commonly used definition is, unsurprisingly then, the perspective that is most popular with research-
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ers. In this light, it is worth recalling Rettberg’s opinions about “exclusive” platforms for electronic literature (e.g. Storyspace), which he calls “e-lit platforms.”

Based again on Thinkmap, we can see that the term “platform” is in some ways broad. Yes it can mean “operating system”, “computer system”, “computing machine”, “data processor” and so on. But it can also refer to the kind of “program” that is not related to computing. In a political sense, the building of a “political program” or “platform” means bringing together people with similar ideas, perspectives, and expectations. In this way, the term “platform” goes beyond the categories of hardware and software; it also defines various actions, practices, and expressions that are connected by one vision. By looking beyond a narrow definition of the field, electronic literature becomes a platform for different textual, technological, and artistic activities.

Electronic literature is understood as a platform in the following ways:

— it is a platform for textual, technological, artistic, and scientific experiments and therefore functions as a testing area. As Rettberg puts it: “Electronic literature projects are forms of creative expression, but they are also often experiments in the scientific sense.”

A good example is Mark Sample’s twitterbot Station 51000, which is concerned with the Internet of Things.

— it is a platform for digital tools, programs, programming languages, and practical solutions. Electronic literature tests, develops and suggests the programs used to create digital works, such as HTML, Twitter, Twine, Kinect, the Unity 3D engine, and so on.

— it is a platform for practice-based research. Theoretical knowledge about digital works can be obtained via the practical exploration and design of digital projects.

— it is a learning platform. Electronic literature offers learning in practice via programs, digital tools, creative programming, and creative digital writing.

For example, the following digital projects teach us to use different tools and languages: Sample’s House of Leaves of Grass uses N-Gram Tools, Voyant Tools, and the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer; Alexandra Saemmer’s

31 Ibidem, loc. 5009.
Böhmische Dörfer uses Prezi; Anna Anthropy’s The Hunt for the Gay Planet uses Twine; and Zuzana Husárová and L’ubomír Panák’s Enter:in ’Wodies is programmed in Processing and controlled by the Kinect Sensor.

— it is a platform that facilitates the creation of further works. Electronic literature includes phenomena such as the “poetry generator”, “poetry engine”, or “poetry application”, which allow us to create new works based on someone else’s source code. The best examples are Sample’s House of Leaves of Grass, which used the platform developed by Nick Montfort and Stephanie Strickland in Sea and Spar Between, and Montfort’s Taroko Gorge “poetry engine”, which has been remixed by a number of other writers.

— it is a research platform for critical studies, offering different research perspectives and methodological tools. Electronic literature covers the following: media history, the history of social media, media archaeology, art history, new media studies, platform studies, code studies, software studies, preservation studies, archive studies, curatorial studies, and much more besides. Electronic literature offers theoretical reflections. It also provides research material in the form of digital works.

— it is a community platform. The Electronic Literature Organization built a specific form of electronic literature community, which expanded by incorporating members from different fields and communities, such as the digital humanities community. One result of the expansion of the electronic literature community was the organization of the ELO Conference “Next Horizons 2016” at the Digital Humanities Summer Institute.

In conclusion, it is not the “end” of electronic literature that calls for new questions and reflections, but rather the “new horizons” that are opening up. This is the

time for us to investigate how to expand these horizons, how to build a new vision of electronic literature. The processual approach offers a new research perspective focused on the changes, shifts, and operations of digital literature. Furthermore, electronic literature expands its limits, going beyond issues of definition, structure, and poetics, and developing into something more than literature. Thus electronic literature becomes a platform of and for textual, artistic, and technological experiments and expressions. This is characterised by the different actions of writers, artists, designers, and programmers (etc.). It includes digital creative writing and creative programming, hardware and software, and various trans/interdisciplinary research.
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